An Activities Committee meeting was held on June 6, 2003 at the clubhouse. Residents
attending:
Tim Miller
Rhonda Masters
Dana Boies
Sharon Baldwin
Denise Hadley
Maureen Johnson
Trichelle Martin

Brenda Miller
Lesa West
Marian Zajic
Duane Baldwin
Amy Berry
Diane Logsdon

A discussion was held pertaining to how the new committee was going to function.
Residents had the opportunity to sign up for activities that they wanted to either
Coordinate or assist with. The only event that had no commitment was the Teen Swim.
The Fishing Derby was moved to Labor Day weekend.
The possibility was discussed of having a flier printed with a schedule of remaining
events along with the Coordinator name and number so that residents would contact the
Coordinator of specific events if they were interested in helping with an event. It is also
necessary that a Coordinator be found for Teen Swim or the event will be cancelled. The
suggestion was made that this flier be mailed out with the June statement of accounts as it
was brought to the attention of the committee that residents were missing info in the
Shorelines.
It was explained that the Board wanted to have a liason for the committee. There were no
volunteers for that position.
It was explained that the Coordinators would need to submit a detailed report on the
planning of the event to the Board with a copy to be kept in the RLPOA office for future
reference.
Event planners for Summerfest discussed the event with plans being wrapped up. The
only in-depth discussion centered around security for the event. The possibility of
needing security was discussed as there is currently no agency contracted with Raintree
to assist in covering the event. It was agreed that we needed to make some phone calls to
price security possibly for overnight while tables/tents were outside and also the
possibility that it would be a good idea to have some security visible during the Street
Dance to insure the crowd stayed under control.
A follow-up meeting was scheduled for Wednesday, June 11th at the clubhouse for
residents assisting with Summerfest. A rough draft of the flyer will be presented along
with an ad for the Shorelines and pricing for security will be discussed at that time.

